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NEW QUESTION: 1
Examine the commands executed in the root container of your multitenant container database
(CDB) that has multiple pluggable databases (PDBs):
SQL> CREATE USER c##a_admin IDENTIFIED BY orcl123;
SQL> CREATE ROLE c##role1 CONTAINER=ALL;
SQL> GRANT CREATE VIEW TO C##roleI CONTAINER=ALL;
SQL> GRANT c##role1 TO c##a_admin CONTAINER=ALL;
SQL> REVOKE c##role1 FROM c##a_admin;
What is the result of the revoke command?
A. It executes successfully and the c##rocl1 role is revoked from the c##a_admin user in the
root database and all the PDBs.
B. It executes successfully and the c##role1 role is revoked from the c##a_admin user only in
the root container.
C. It fails and reports an error because the container=all clause is not used.
D. It fails and reports an error because the comtainer=current clause is not used.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
SQL> REVOKE c##role1 FROM c##a_admin; REVOKE c##role1 FROM c##a_admin * ERROR at line
1:
ORA - 01951: ROLE 'C##ROLE1' not granted to 'C##A_ADMIN' SQL> REVOKE c##role1 FROM
c##a_admin CONTAINER=ALL; Revoke succeeded. SQL> This CREATE USER c##a_admin
IDENTIFIED BY orcl123; will create common user event container is not specified.

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option A
B. Option B
C. Option D
D. Option C
Answer: A
Explanation:
The Exchange Server 2007 Client Access servers must be configured to use the Exchange Server
2013 Client Access server. We do this by setting the AutodiscoverServiceInternalURI property.

NEW QUESTION: 3
View the Exhibit and examine the details of the PRODUCT_INFORMATIONtable.

Exhibit
You must display PRODUCT_NAME from the table where the CATEGORY_IDcolumn has values
12or 13, and the SUPPLIER_IDcolumn has the value 102088.
You executed this SQL statement:
Which statement is true regarding the execution?
A. It would execute but would return no rows.
B. It would not execute because the entire WHEREclause is not enclosed within parentheses.
C. It would execute and return the desired result.
D. It would not execute because the same column has been used twice with the ANDlogical
operator.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
A. Option A
B. Option B
C. Option D
D. Option C
Answer: C
Explanation:
Before you begin any procedure inside uni, disconnect battery from logic board. Failure to do
so could damagecomputer.
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